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Every day, adorn your desktop with fresh, vibrant flowers. A celebration of natureâ€™s most

exquisite blossoms, Flowers showcases a lively assortment of garden shots, wildflowers in their

native habitats, studio portraits, vintage botanical prints, and lush bouquetsâ€”all in sumptuous full

color. Pink rhododendrons abloom in a misty redwood forest. Yellow Persian buttercups on a sunny

windowsill. A gorgeous arrangement of pansies and lilies of the valley in an elegant silver vase. And

a portrait of an exotic moth orchid. For the flower lover, itâ€™s a year of extraordinary beauty and

delight.
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Previous year calendars were fantastic. Didn't love this one as much. Not as much variety of color.

Lots of pink which I am not a fan of. My husband and I had a joke- 'guess what tomorrow's color is...

pink!" The purpose of this calendar is visual so that is what I am reviewing. Yes I am picky!

The photography is stunning!! I love flowers and was pleasantly surprised by how gorgeous the

photos are, and how varied... everything from mountain wildflowers to purple roses in a milk pitcher

to an exquisite yellow orchid. I look forward to seeing a new bloom every day and will save my

favorites to hang as wall art. I enjoy this calendar so much that I've ordered another as a gift...

highly recommend for any flower-lover!

I was pleasantly surprised by the quality of this calendar. Last year I got a Somee page-a-day



calendar. I did find it to be hilarious, however sometimes I had to skip days because the message

was too vulgar to leave up on my desk. This calendar is beautiful and much larger than I was

anticipating - as I did not pay attention to the dimensions. I also like that you don't have to tear off

each page. They are loose in a clear case and you just move a page to the back each day. (The

other side is the last 6 months of the year.) It's a really cheery addition to my desk. Very pleased.

What immediately struck me was how large and beautiful the photos are. Secondly the quality. The

pages are loose leaf. No ripping and tearing like most calendars. You put the used page in the back

behind the others then in 6 months you turn them all around for the last half of the years' photos.

The photos are a variety of close up, vase, landscape, etc which I appreciate. They are all so pretty.

I have a little something to look forward to each day. Each page has the name and description of the

flower. The pages are housed in sturdy plastic that makes it easy to pull up the page and slip it in

the back, as you start a new day.I attached a photo of last year's France calendar, by a competitor.

You will see how much smaller the photo is! Page-A-Day is 7" high and the popular competitor is not

even 5.5" high. Also, the date and description on the Flowers calendar is above the photo leaving

the pretty flower photo unblemished. It really makes a difference.I'm excited about my new flower

calendar!

I havent able find calander that are fun, eye catching, or perks me up everyday. I love nice pictures

of nature. I saw this, its different flower per day! You take one out a day, put it in way back. So whe.

Halfway year you flip it around and do it again. I will be keeping this even after year is up just

because flowers r so beautiful plus it has name for every flower and where they grows. Wonderful

information

Got tired of the trite cat photos, so I tried this one. Unfortunately, about half the photos are of floral

landscapes, and I thought from the cover that it would be mainly closeups of individual blossoms.

Nice, but I'll try something else next year.

I love this calendar! I've had many from the same company over the years but this is my first year

with the flower calendar. It's even more beautiful than I imagined. I'd expected photos of flowers in

vases, very typical and while there are these types of photographs there are many more of gardens

and fields full of flowers. The landscape pictures are spectacular. I am very pleased indeed.



I purchase this 365 Page-A-Day calendar for my aunt every Christmas. She keeps it in her kitchen

to brighten her morning! She loves it, and the pictures are absolutely beautiful. Perfect gift for

anyone!
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